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ABSTRACT 

We have entered the enormous information 

period, where monstrous information are 

produced each single day. The majority of these 

new produced enormous information are pictures 

and recordings. Other than the quick expanding 

information size, the picture and video handling 

calculations become considerably more intricate, 

which presents extraordinary requests to 

information stockpiling and calculation power. 

Our picture preparing cloud venture plans to help 

the picture handling research by utilizing the 

distributed computing and huge information 

examination innovation. In this paper, we present 

our plan for picture preparing cloud design, and 

huge information handling motor dependent on 

Hadoop. We likewise report the exhibition 

adaptability and examination on the cloud utilizing 

a few broadly utilized picture preparing 

calculations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

We have entered the so-called big data era, where 

massive data are generated each single day. Big data 

are generated by digital processing, social media, 

Internet, mobile devices, computer systems and a 

variety of sensors. Most of these new generated big 

data are images and videos. Big data analytics requires 

scalable computing power and sophisticated statistics, 

data mining, pattern recognition, and machine learning 

capabilities [1]. It is exaggerative in image processing 

domain since the image and video processing 

algorithms become more and more complicated, which 

demands even more power in computation. Some of 

these image processing requires even real-time 

processing capability [2]. It is time to rethink if we 

need to create a domain specific cloud for image 

processing research in order to meet these challenging 

requirements. Image processing research and 

education are fundamental to support research in 

many other fields such as medical, oil & gas, and 

security. It has been widely used in industries. 

Researchers and students working on the domain are 

in great need of a high-level programming 

environment that can utilize the latest, large scale 

computing resources to speed up their research, since 

the image data have much higher resolution and the 

calculation are significantly more refined and serious 

than previously. The advanced PC designs, in any case, 
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have developed to be phenomenally perplexing, and 

every now and again turns into a test as opposed to 

help for general scientists and teachers that utilization 

picture preparing innovation, which is even similarly 

valid for specialists in this space. To use huge scope 

registering assets to meet the picture preparing 

prerequisites, specialists will confront versatility 

difficulties and mixture equal programming difficulties 

of making code for current PC equipment 

arrangements with staggered parallelism, e.g., a group 

dependent on multicore processor hubs. It isn't just 

difficult for analysts to actualize their calculations 

utilizing existing programming climate; be that as it 

may, it is likewise testing to them to reuse and share 

the current exploration results since these outcomes 

are generally reliant on OS, libraries, and fundamental 

structures. To fill the hole between confounded 

present day designs and arising picture handling 

calculations for large information, our picture 

preparing cloud venture intends to create a superior 

and high-profitability picture handling research climate 

coordinated inside a distributed computing 

framework. The cloud won't just give adequate 

capacity and calculation capacity to picture handling 

specialists, yet additionally it gives a shared and open 

climate to share information, research calculations, 

and training materials. By utilizing the distributed 

computing and enormous information handling 

innovation, our plan is to conceal the product and 

equipment unpredictability from analysts, so they can 

zero in on planning inventive picture preparing 

calculations, rather than dealing with underlining 

programming and equipment subtleties. In this paper, 

we examine the connected work in Section II, and 

afterward present our picture preparing cloud 

structures in Section III. Further, we portray our 

exploratory picture preparing applications and their 

presentation examination in Section IV and Section V, 

separately. Last, we will talk about the future work and 

end in Section VI.  

II. RELATED WORK There are a few related work in 

handling pictures in equal utilizing Hadoop stage. The 

greatest contrast between our work and others is that 

our answer gives a PaaS and supports the different 

dialects in executing picture preparing calculations. 

HIPI [3] is one of them that is like our work. As 

opposed to our work, HIPI [3] makes an interface for 

consolidating different picture records into a solitary 

enormous document to beat the impediment of taking 

care of huge number of little picture records in 

Hadoop. The info type utilized in HIPI is alluded to as a 

HipiImageBundle (HIB). A HIB is a bunch of pictures 

joined into one huge document alongside some 

metadata portraying the format of the pictures. HIB is 

comparative with Hadoop arrangement record input 

design, yet it is more adjustable and impermanent [4]. 

Notwithstanding, clients are needed to alter the 

picture stockpiling utilizing HIB, which makes extra 

overhead in programming. In our work, we make the 

picture stockpiling straightforward to clients, and there 

is no extra programming overhead for clients to deal 

with picture stockpiling. Hadoop Mapreduce for 

Remote Sensing Image Analysis [5] means to locate a 

productive programming strategy for tweaked 

handling inside the Hadoop MapReduce system. It 

likewise utilizes the entire picture as InputFormat for 

Hadoop, which is comparative with our answer. In any 

case, the work just backings Java so all mapper codes 

require to be written in Java. Contrasted and our 

answer, he execution isn't on a par with the our own 

since we utilize local C++ usage for OpenCV. Equal 

Image Database Processing with 

MapReduce and Performance Evaluation in Pseudo 

Distributed Mode [6] performs equal appropriated 

handling of a video information base by utilizing the 

computational asset in a cloud climate. It utilizes video 

information base to store various successive video 

casings, and utilizations Ruby as programming 

language for Mapper, in this manner runs on Hadoop 

with streaming mode same as our own. Accordingly, 

our foundation is intended to be more adaptable and 

supports different dialects. Huge scope Image 

Processing Using MapReduce [7] attempt to 

investigate the possibility of utilizing MapReduce 

model for doing huge scope picture preparing. It 

bundled huge number of picture documents into a few 

several Key-Value assortments, and split one 

enormous picture into more modest pieces. It utilizes 

Java Native Interface(JNI) in Mapper to call OpenCV 

C++ calculation. Same with the above work, this work 

just backings a solitary programming language with 

extra overhead from JNI to mapper III. PVAMU CLOUD 

ARCHITECTURE The PVAMU (Prairie View A&M 

University) Cloud Computing foundation is based on 
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top of a few HPC groups together. The cloud comprises 

of a virtual machine ranch dependent on Apache 

CloudStack [8] to give Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), 

and a Hadoop-based superior bunch to pvoide 

Platform as a Service (PaaS) to store and handle large 

information in equal. In spite of the fact that we depict 

the whole framework in the part, the examinations led 

in the paper were on top of the Hadoop bunch. We 

incorporated the broadly utilized picture preparing 

library OpenCV [9] on the Hadoop bunch to fabricate 

the picture handling cloud. We depict these two 

significant parts in the accompanying areas. Figure 

1shows the Cloud Computing foundation creating at 

PVAMU. The foundation comprises of three significant 

parts: 1) A Cloud place with an enormous number of 

Virtual Machines (VM) ranch as the distributed 

computing administration entryway to all clients; 2) An 

uncovered metal superior group to help High 

Performance Computing (HPC) undertakings and huge 

information handling errands; 3) a shared information 

stockpiling and chronicle framework to help 

information access and capacity. In this framework, the 

Cloud foundation capacities as the specialist co-op to 

meet an assortment of clients prerequisites in their 

examination and instruction. For HPC, the Cloud 

presents these errands to the HPC group to satisfy 

their registering power requests. For these high 

throughput applications, the Cloud will convey 

reasonable virtual machines from the VM ranch to 

meet their prerequisites. The Cloud organizes all 

functionalities of the whole framework; give versatile 

registering ability to adequately share the assets; 

conveys the foundation/stage administrations to meet 

clients research necessities; bolsters the huge 

information stockpiling and preparing; and fabricates a 

scaffold between end-clients and the muddled current 

PC designs. A. PVAMU Virtual Machine Farm Cloud We 

make a virtual machine ranch dependent on Apache 

CloudStack on top of a 56 hubs double center IBM 

group, and Shared Data Storage/Archive HPC Cluster 

High Speed Interconnect Virtual Machine Farm to 

Support High Thoughtput Computing HPC occupations 

PVAMU Cloud Computing Center Figure 1. PVAMU 

Cloud and HPC Cluster for Big Data Processing another 

little Dell group with three 32 CPU centers workers, 

and one GPGPU worker with 48 CPU centers and 1 

NVIDIA Fermi GPGPU. Apache CloudStack is an open 

source programming bundle that can send and oversee 

enormous number of Virtual Machines to give 

profoundly accessible, and exceptionally versatile IaaS 

distributed computing stage. The objectives of the 

PVAMU cloud are to furnish IaaS and PaaS with redid 

administrations, to share assets, to encourage 

instructing, and to permit workforce and understudies 

in various gatherings/organizations to share their 

exploration results and empower further coordinated 

efforts. The CloudStack is utilized to oversee clients, to 

deal with clients demands by making virtual machines, 

and distribute assets. B. Picture Processing Cloud The 

picture handling cloud is worked by incorporating the 

picture preparing library OpenCV with Hadoop stage to 

convey PaaS explicitly for picture handling. The 

accompanying portrays the two significant parts. 1) 

Hadoop Cluster: We introduced the Hadoop [10] 

enormous information handling structure on the 

uncovered metal HPC bunch inside PVAMU Cloud to 

give PaaS. All trials introduced in the paper are led on 

the Hadoop group. The Hadoop group comprises of 

one 8-hub HP bunch with 16-center and 128GB 

memory each, and a 24-hub IBM GPGPU group with 

16-center and one Nvidia GPU in every hub, and 

associated with InfiniBand interconnection. We have 

introduced the Intel Hadoop Distribution [11] 

dependent on Apache Hadoop [10] programming 

stack, which is a structure that is intended to store and 

handle enormous information for huge scope 

disseminated frameworks with improved equal 

programming models. It comprises of Hadoop regular 

utilities, Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) for 

high-throughput and adaptation to non-critical failure 

information access, Hadoop Yarn for work booking and 

asset the executives, and Hadoop MapReduce [12] for 

equal preparing motor dependent on a basic equal 

example. Other than its abilities of putting away and 

preparing large information, the implicit adaptation to 

non-critical failure include is additionally a key to finish 

huge information examination assignments effectively. 

The Hadoop cluster is used in our project to handle 

image and video storage, accessing and processing. 
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CONCLUSION 

FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION At the first stage of 

the project, our main goal is to explore the feasibility 

and performance of using Hadoop system to process 

large number of images, big size of images or videos. 

From our experimental results, Hadoop is able to 

handle these problems with scalable performance. 

However, there are also some issues need to be 

considered and addressed in future work. The first 

issue is the problem of data distribution. As stated in 

the previous section, Hadoop is good at handling big 

data. The speedup is not apparent while trying to 

process many small images scattered across multiple 

nodes. Even the SequenceFile could not solve this 

problem efficiently. Our next plan is trying to store 

image files in HBase [14]. HBase could handle random, 

realtime reading/writing access of big data. We expect 

to improve performance and increase the flexibility 

with new solution on HBase. The second issue is that 

Hadoop is not good at handle lowlatency requirement. 

Apache Spark [15] is a fast and generalpurpose cluster 

computing system. Because of the in-memory nature 

[16] of most Spark computations, Spark programs can 

better utilize the cluster resources such as CPU, 

network bandwidth, or memory. It can also handle 

pipeline, which is frequently used in image processing. 

In next step, we will try to move to Spark platform, and 

evaluate the performance of the experimental groups 

on Spark platform. Another main goal of this project is 

to make it easy for users 

processing image using cloud computing platform. 

Most of users are not familiar with cloud platform, 

such as algorithm experts or even common users; they 

all have requirements of big data processing. In the 

next stage, a Domain Specific Language (DSL) for image 

processing and friendly user interface will be provided. 

Users could utilize the powerful platform with only 

limited knowledge on Cloud and use DSL to simplify 

their programming efforts.  
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